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The payments industry has been grappling with cybersecurity for many years, especially 
in relation to how small and mid-sized businesses (SMBs) handle cardholder data. Smarter, 
more secure technologies have been developed, data security guidelines have been 
standardized, and partnerships have been formed—all in an effort to address cybersecurity 
risk.

Merchant service providers (MSPs) understand that it’s critical they remove as much of 
the cybersecurity burden from the SMB merchant as possible. Too much friction in the 
relationship will cause the merchant to go elsewhere for payment services.

Unfortunately, the current state of payment security doesn’t allow SMBs to completely 
disengage from the risk-reduction process. Despite more secure point-of-sale systems and 
transaction methods, human error outside of those systems is still frequently exploited. 
Everyone has a role in keeping payment data secure, and MSPs strive to reinforce this 
message with their SMB merchants.

Connecting the Dots
Merchant service providers engage their SMB merchants in cybersecurity through the 
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). Most MSPs have formal PCI 
programs in place to educate and guide their merchants. Since 2011, ControlScan and the 
Merchant Acquirers’ Committee (MAC) have partnered to conduct an annual survey that 
tracks various aspects of these PCI programs. 

SMB Payment Security in 2019

As 2019 approached, ControlScan and MAC once again partnered to organize and conduct 
an industry study; however, this time we decided to reach out to the SMB merchants 
themselves. Measuring successes and concerns from the MSP’s perspective had given us 
part of the equation, so we wanted to learn how well aligned SMBs are with the efforts being 
aimed at them.
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The ControlScan/MAC 2019 SMB Payment Security Survey was conducted in January 2019. 
The survey was administered online, and email invitations were sent to the merchant bases 
of three ControlScan partners which agreed to participate in the study. Direct customers of 
ControlScan also received a survey invitation. A total of 196,913 businesses received at least 
one survey email.

The survey was completed by a total of 6,526 respondents representing small and mid-sized 
businesses that accept credit/debit card payments. The majority (82%) accept payment cards 
through physical retail or in person (see Figure 1), and more than half (52%) realize $100,000 
or less in annual revenue from credit/debit card transactions (see Figure 2).

Survey Methodology and Respondent Profile

Following are the research questions that guided our survey:

 + To what degree are SMBs concerned about cybercriminal activity impacting their 
business? What about insider threats?

 + Are SMBs prepared for a data breach, should one occur? What are their attitudes 
concerning the impact a breach could have on their business?

 + What are SMBs specifically doing to secure sensitive information? What level of 
responsibility do they think they should have in securing cardholder data?

 + Do SMBs see value in the PCI compliance process? Do they connect it with the 
idea of reducing their business risk?

 + What level of importance are SMBs placing on security and compliance? (How 
much time and money are they investing?) What level of importance are they 
placing on service provider PCI compliance?

 + Are SMBs looking to their MSP for technology solutions that can improve their 
security and make compliance simpler to maintain? What solutions interest them?

About this Research Report
This research report presents the key findings from the ControlScan/MAC 2019 SMB 
Payment Security Survey. It includes a description of the survey methodology and 
respondent profile as well as recommendations based upon the research results.

The desired outcome of this research remains the same as in previous ControlScan/MAC 
studies: To provide guidance for merchant service providers who are seeking to increase 
compliance rates, reduce business risk and create lasting relationships with the merchants 
they serve. In addition, the information presented in this report can provide guidance for 
businesses that wish to improve their security posture.
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Figure 1: In which ways does your business accept
credit/debit card payments? (Select all that apply.)

Figure 2: What is your total annual credit/debit card sales volume? 

Respondents’ organizational roles are primarily senior level, as shown in Figure 3. In 
addition, 75% of respondents represent organizations with ten or fewer employees, which is 
consistent with the SMB target audience. 
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Figure 3: Please select a choice that best describes your role:

Key Findings

The most notable findings from the 2019 SMB Payment Security Survey are in answer to our 
research questions surrounding awareness and attitudes. Publicized data breaches have 
become increasingly prevalent in recent years and with that, one might expect business 
owners to be on heightened alert. In many cases, however, we found that respondents’ 
feedback didn’t align with expectations.

Most SMBs have little to no concern about cybersecurity risk.

In the first section of the survey, we examined the level of overall awareness and concern 
SMBs have regarding their cybersecurity risk, as well as their capabilities to effectively 
respond and rebound should they suffer a data breach. 

Overall, a shocking 89% of survey respondents believe their business is at little to no risk 
of being breached (see Figure 4). Similarly, Figure 5 shows that there is little to no concern 
about the profit-and-loss-related impacts a breach could have on their business.

Key Finding #1:
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Figure 4: In your opinion, how big of a risk does your
company face from a data compromise?
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Figure 5: If your business were to experience a data breach, what 
do you think the impact would be in the following two areas?
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While there could be any number of reasons for this belief, delving into the data based on 
different respondent characteristics provides interesting insights into likely root causes.

“We’ve never had a problem.”
When asked if their company had ever had a data breach, 95% of the overall respondent 
base said “no” and 4% were unsure. However, isolating the responses of the 1% who had 
suffered a data breach shows that the experience makes businesses much more wary. 

Figure 6 shows that 56% of respondents from previously-breached businesses feel they 
are at medium-to-high risk of experiencing another (only 3% think it’s not possible it could 
happen again). This indicates that SMBs may not think they can be breached simply because 
it hasn’t happened to them yet.

Figure 6: In your opinion, how big of a risk does 
your company face from a data compromise?

High Medium Low None High Medium Low None
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23%
Yes, someone else
here handles security

22%
No, no one is formally
assigned this responsibility

55%
Yes, I handle security

Figure 7: Has someone been formally assigned
responsibility for your business’s data security?

Just over half (55%) of respondents say they are personally responsible for data security, 
yet only 3% of that group are in an Operations/IT/Security role (see Figure 8). As can be 
expected, the vast majority of these businesses are comprised of 10 or fewer employees. 

“We’re too small.”
Recurring throughout the survey’s free form responses are various renditions of “we’re 
too small to be a target.” The belief that data thieves don’t bother with small businesses—
or that a breach wouldn’t be as impactful for a small business—is another likely reason 
SMBs are less aware of their cybersecurity risk.

Smaller businesses are also characterized by non-technical people having responsibility 
for technical business functions such as data security, as well as ensuring compliance with 
various industry standards. In some cases, no one is assigned these responsibilities and 
they are simply overlooked. Figure 7 shows this dynamic in our respondent base. 
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Figure 8: “Yes, I handle data security” (10 or fewer employees)

By contrast, respondents from larger SMBs (greater than 100 employees) are more likely to 
have someone in an Operations/IT/Security role who is directly responsible for data security 
(see Figure 9). Having someone of this caliber on staff often gives the business a greater 
ability to understand and respond to cybersecurity risk.

Figure 9: “Yes, I handle data security” (101 or more employees)
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“We don’t store credit card data.”
An ongoing issue for MSPs is the still-prevalent belief that storing credit card data is the one 
and only thing that puts a business at risk for a data breach. Survey respondents who felt 
their business should not be subject to the PCI DSS most often used this reasoning as well 
as “we don’t accept online payments,” “our POS system is compliant” and “we know our 
customers.”

Recommendation
It’s important that SMB merchants understand the role they play in the process of securing 
cardholder data. Businesses that make the connection between accepting credit/debit cards 
and increased business risk will be more open to following the necessary best practices. 
Therefore, we recommend an ongoing program that communicates and educates to raise 
awareness and achieve the desired response.

9

SMBs do not understand the difference between data breach and payment 
card fraud.  

As mentioned in Key Finding 1, “we know our customers” was a common reason given for 
both feeling secure as a business and for not understanding the need to comply with the 
PCI DSS. Figure 12 shows that 28% of respondents felt the PCI DSS should not apply to 
their business. We asked all respondents to this question to explain their answer in a free-
form response and were surprised by the number of explanations confusing fraud with data 
security.

What follows are just a few examples of the comments:

 + “Most of our transactions are so little that even if there was fraud, we would either 
eat the minimal cost or refund the money to the person whose information was 
stolen.”  

 + “Easier to pay fraud expense/write off taxes than to pay the compliance people.”

 + “We are a hair salon. We take a credit card in person.”

 + “We know our customers and don’t feel they are criminal.”

 + “We only accept cards in person.”

Key Finding #2:
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Figure 10: If your business were to experience a data breach, what 
do you think the impact would be in the following two areas?

These and other comments show a fundamental misunderstanding about how data 
breaches occur and ways in which the merchant may be vulnerable. Perhaps more 
concerning, however, is the lack of awareness about the potentially devastating financial 
impacts of a data breach. 

For example, a retailer may be handed a fraudulent card that was created from a breach of 
some other organization. The only risk here is with that particular transaction. What’s more, 
none of the retailer’s legitimate customers are any the wiser. 

Breach risk is much broader and more sinister. The risk can be measured by the sum of 
card information stolen and the impact it has. This could include card replacement costs for 
issuers and fines and penalties from the card brands. 

The primary difference many survey respondents don’t grasp is this: A data breach impacts 
every one of the merchant’s customers, even those whose data was not compromised. This 
is the powerful thought that separates those survey respondents who understand the intent 
of PCI compliance from those who do not. 

The RSA Data Privacy & Security Survey 2019 explored consumer sentiment about 
businesses using their personal data, finding that 57% would place the blame for a data 
incident squarely on the compromised company. These types of findings should worry even 
the smallest of businesses, yet this concern was low in our overall respondent base, and 
even lower when looking at respondents who don’t think PCI compliance applies to them 
(see Figure 10).
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Figure 11: Do you believe that complying with the PCI
standard will help your business become more secure?

25%
No, It Isn’t Improving Our Security

29%
Yes, a Little More Secure

46%
Yes, Much More Secure

Recommendation
Every SMB merchant should understand the difference between data breach and payment 
card fraud. While payment card fraud does involve financial losses for the merchant, those 
losses are minute when compared to the damage a data breach can cause. Merchant 
education should therefore include information about the internal and external security 
threats that, if ignored, can lead to a data breach.

SMBs appreciate the intent of PCI compliance, but are (still) agitated with the 
process.
While they may not fully understand the basics of data security, 75% of survey respondents 
do connect PCI compliance with better security for their business (see Figure 11). In addition, 
nearly the same amount (72%) said they believe the PCI DSS should apply to their business 
(see Figure 12).

Key Finding #3:
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Figure 12: Do you think the PCI standard should apply to your business?

28%
No

72%
Yes

To dig deeper into respondents’ thoughts on PCI compliance, we added a free-form “Why or 
why not?” question following the yes-or-no question in Figure 12. From these responses we 
learned that many SMBs appreciate the intent of PCI compliance, but are feeling burdened 
by the process.

The following are examples of responses demonstrating this key finding:

 + “As a small business owner, do not like to have to ‘protect’ myself from an 
unknown threat. Since my customers do not like to see an increase in their rates 
that they don’t see a direct benefit from.  While there is little time spent on PCI, 
any time used from our long list of things we do on the operational side of the 
small business that costs us is not pleasant. But we do realize this is just the cost 
of business these days.”

 + “I wish there were options. I wish the questions in the PCI stuff were easier to 
understand. So, while I’m not opposed to securing, I dislike the overly broad reach 
of the PCI standard.” 

 + “We are all sensitive to stolen information and do our best to completely 
safeguard [it]. However, software is getting so complicated that small business 
owners can’t keep up with the changes and skills required.”

 + “We should be responsible for safeguarding payment data. Small organizations 
should be given a different [Self-Assessment Questionnaire] with COMMON 
language, not ‘computer speak’ to help us understand what we need to do to 
safeguard that payment data. Your lengthy [SAQ] is not applicable to us.”
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 + “You need a simpler, more affordable solution for small business. We pay for 
software, firewalls, plug-ins, but still don’t have the right answers at hand for your 
[SAQ] compliance survey.”

These respondents are the ones who “get it”; they understand that they have a responsibility 
to be good stewards of their customers’ data. However, the burden of the process is causing 
significant frustration. This is a known problem to the PCI Security Standards Council and the 
payments industry at large, and all have been working together to streamline the process 
according to merchant size and budget without compromising the Standard’s integrity. 

The good news is that the overall tone of this year’s survey responses is more accepting of 
the fact that cybersecurity requires some time and effort. And indeed, 87% of respondents 
said over the course of the last year, they or another company employee had invested at 
least “a little” time in PCI-related activities.   

Recommendation
Merchant service providers can reduce their business risk and best serve their SMB 
merchants by taking a risk-based approach to their portfolios. In tiering, then targeting, the 
portfolio by merchant risk level, the MSP can identify the best ways to address it without 
asking the merchant to spend more money on prevention than the risk calls for. Furthermore, 
the merchant receives solutions that directly relate to the size and scope of their operations.

SMBs are beginning to adopt merchant service providers’ integrated security 
offerings as part of their PCI compliance efforts.
The ControlScan/MAC 2018 Acquiring Trends Survey found that nearly one-third (32%) of 
merchant service providers offer security technologies and services to their merchants as 
part of an integrated, single-source solution. In doing so, these MSPs are making it easier 
for their merchants to comply with specific PCI requirements and, more importantly, to 
strengthen their overall security postures. 

We are now beginning to see meaningful adoption of this philosophy among SMBs, which 
shows they are taking an interest in improving security to better manage their risk. Figure 13 
shows seven PCI-related technologies or services and the level at which SMBs are utilizing 
them, planning to utilize them and not planning to utilize them.

Key Finding #4:
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The most significant areas of adoption are anti-malware/anti-virus (76%) and network 
firewall (70%). Areas predicted to have the most growth include penetration testing (8%) and 
vulnerability scanning (6%).

ControlScan merchant surveys have historically shown that MSPs are viewed as a trusted 
advisor for these businesses on the topics of security and compliance. An area of SMB 
payment security that isn’t getting enough attention is that of third-party risk. Figure 14 
reveals our survey respondents’ understanding of the added risk one or more non-compliant 
service providers or payment solutions can represent.

Figure 13: Of the following PCI-related technologies or services,
which are currently being utilized by your business, which do you

plan to utilize, and which do you have no plans to utilize?
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Figure 14: How much importance do you place on the PCI
compliance of your service providers and/or payment solutions?
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Respondents were given the following definitions to guide them in determining level of 
importance:

 + High Importance: “We don’t consider any new vendor or solution that is not PCI 
compliant.”

 + Medium Importance: “We give preference to PCI-compliant vendors/solutions 
wherever possible.”

 + Low Importance: “We include PCI compliance in our evaluation criteria, but PCI-
compliant vendors/solutions aren’t given preference.”

 + Not Important: “We don’t include PCI compliance in our criteria when evaluating a 
new vendor/solution.”

Third-party breaches continue to be a primary threat to businesses of any size, making their 
adherence to PCI compliance and overall security best practices all the more critical. With 
only 38% assigning “high importance” to the compliance of their service providers and/or 
payment solutions, MSPs must continue beating the drum of education and awareness in 
this area.

Recommendation
We are seeing real growth in the area of managed security services, especially for higher-
risk SMBs that have IT resources but not the manpower and/or expertise to handle security 
and compliance. Integrated POS environments can often benefit from a managed network 
firewall, where the appliance is expertly configured, monitored and maintained for the 
merchant. The benefits of a true MDR (managed detection and response) service—once 
only accessible at the enterprise level due to cost—are now also within reach of the SMB. 
Marrying these types of offerings with breach protection and a viable incident response plan 
can really move the needle to help SMBs effectively manage and mitigate risk.  
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Conclusion

SMBs will have a role in securing their business for the foreseeable future. Merchant 
service providers must continue to serve as both a trusted advisor and as a business 
enabler, delivering value to those they serve and reaping the reward of reduced risk for 
their own business operations.

Results from the ControlScan/MAC 2019 SMB Payment Security Survey show that it 
is beneficial to re-visit program strategies and tactics for PCI compliance and data 
security on a regular basis. SMBs represent varying levels of risk and therefore must be 
approached with the communications and educational content that aligns with their frame 
of reference. But regardless the SMB, this type of commitment takes strategy, planning 
and an ongoing execution effort. 

We recommend that you rely on a few trusted industry partners to help you move your 
merchants beyond the baseline of PCI compliance toward a stronger overall data security 
posture. Ideally, this involves reviewing your portfolio to understand where your risks are, 
building a solid communications strategy and execution plan, and integrating security 
offerings when and where it makes sense.

About the Survey Sponsors

ControlScan
ControlScan managed security and compliance solutions help secure IT networks and 
protect payment card data. Thousands of businesses throughout the U.S. and Canada 
partner with us for easy, cost-effective access to the expertise, technologies and services 
that keep cyber criminals and data thieves at bay. With highly-credentialed cybersecurity and 
compliance experts, 24x7 managed detection and response, advanced endpoint protection, 
managed UTM firewall services, ASV vulnerability scanning, QSA and HIPAA assessments, 
security penetration testing, PCI compliance programs and more, we’ve got your back. For 
more information visit  ControlScan.com.

Merchant Acquirers’ Committee (MAC)
MAC is an organization of Bankcard professionals involved in the risk management side of 
Card Processing. The organization has members from banks, ISOs, card associations and 
others related to the risk management side of the industry. MAC is dedicated to providing 
universal risk management solutions through ongoing communication and cooperation 
among acquirers and card associations. For more information, visit www.macmember.org or 
email info@macmember.org.
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